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ACROSS
Wind up when in part of a golf course (5)1
Take out fancy bath found in dump (8)4
Large fire-engine that disturbed grave (4-11)10
Get through nonsense admitted by old maid 
(8)

11

Spanish bread once hardened with skin of 
vegetable (6)

12

Answer given at end of electric guitar classes 
(6)

14

American, living in Paris, remapped old part 
of Europe (7)

15

Floral necklace that is left in retreat (3)18
Small tailored loan extended by short time (7)19
Retired coach is associated with male 
prejudice (6)

21

Neglect sign that something's wrong in 
congregation (6)

24

Stellar combination of right and left, one 
blocked by stick (8)

26

Wonder if a term's wrong at end of temporary 
sign (6,2,7)

28

Medical man, accepting troubled times, hired 
help (8)

29

Colour of cricket ball knocked back by 
bowler (5)

30

DOWN
Mouthpieces behind trade union's showy 
plants (6)

1

Insult fellow wearing hairstyle not shortened 
(7)

2

Go through metal spread around a harbour (9)3
Claim made by chicken and oil supplier (4)5
Features of landscape eventually cause 
irritation (5)

6

Hard workers love getting stuck into 
tradesmen (7)

7

Take over one month holding an annual 
celebration (8)

8

Guard converted associate slowly but surely 
(9)

9

Religious spin cut short ceremony (9)13
Cankerous lesion finally removed from 
diseased uncle and assessed (9)

16

Pompous one left and relocated (8)17
Top parent holding a consort up (7)20
Be angry about large person who's trying to 
lose weight (7)

22

Poor meal, mostly dodgy (6)23
Liberal's primary representative in electorate 
retracted reports (5)

25

Item of clothing worn with one type of hat (4)27


